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Abstract

Gullies are responsible for as much as 40% of the accelerated erosion impacting the Great Bar-

rier Reef lagoon. Consequently, to protect the reef from the impacts of poor water quality

associated with eroded sediment the remediation of gullied landscapes is important. The ge-

ographic location and geomorphic characteristics of gullies affects their erosion characteris-

tics and the extent to which eroded sediments may be transported to the reef. Existing mod-

els of gully erosion are predominantly empirical in nature, and are poorly suited to represent

the potential benefits of different interventions in the data scarce environment that exists.

Queensland Government, through the Queensland Water Modelling Network, identified the

development of process-based models of gully erosion as necessary to support efforts to pro-

tect the reef. MERGE (Modelling Erosion Resistance for Gully Erosion) was developed to

address this need. MERGE exhibits the expected characteristics for gully erosion including

achieving a steady concentration under constant conditions, the development of a depositional

layer, as well as first flush effects and hysteresis in the dynamic case. Analytical steady state

solutions are found to be excellent approximations to the full dynamic solutions. The suit-

ability of the model to represent interventions is demonstrated for the example cases of porous

check dams and improved ground cover.

keywords: mathematical modelling remediation rill

Summary

This paper presents MERGE (Modelling Erosion Resistance for Gully Erosion), a new

model to describe how much sediment will be delivered to streams because of gully erosion.

The model is process-based and is able to represent actions taken to rehabilitate gullies and

reduce erosion. MERGE will help improve decisions about gully remediation to protect coastal

ecosystems.

1 Introduction

Erosion from gullies is a significant safety, economic and environmental issue. The for-

mation and growth of gullies undermines essential infrastructure such as roads and housing,
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leads to loss of productive landscape, and is responsible for the export of tonnes of sediment,

with associated particulate nutrients, to the riverine and marine environments. In Queens-

land, the primary concern with gully erosion is their disproportionate impact on the Great

Barrier Reef (GBR). The world heritage listed GBR is under threat from climate change and

poor water quality (Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2019). Sediment and nutri-

ents transported from catchments in the GBR significantly impact water quality and ultimately

the health and recovery of the reef (Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, 2019). Sus-

pended sediment reduces light availability and impedes seagrass growth (Wooldridge, 2017),

while high nutrient loads stress vulnerable coral species (Waterhouse et al., 2017). Due to com-

plex biogeochemical interactions of sediment and nutrients, eroded sediment contributes to

poor water quality through particulate and dissolved nutrients, in addition to sedimentation

and high turbidity (Garzon-Garcia et al., 2018). Despite occupying only a very small percent-

age of the landscape, recent studies have shown gullies are responsible for as much as 40%

of the total exported sediment impacting the GBR (Brooks et al., 2018). Due to their dis-

proportionate impact on the reef, gullies present an opportunity for targeted interventions

to reduce erosion at the source, and thereby limit the amount of sediment that will reach the

GBR. However, these interventions can be costly, requiring massive engineering works to sta-

bilise the gully and reduce the likelihood of continued erosion. Alternatives such as changed

stocking patterns and the construction of porous check dams are typically lower cost, but are

unlikely to be effective in all cases. Moreover, as gullies naturally stabilise over time, the largest

gullies are not necessarily going to be the most productive in the future – preventing a cur-

rently small gully from accelerating into a massive gully complex will likely have greater ben-

efit to the GBR than works on a mostly stabilised larger system, as well as being more cost

effective. The connectivity of gullies to the riverine system, and through to the GBR, is also

a factor in understanding the potential benefits of intervention. Identifying the appropriate

treatment for different gullies is a complex process that will be aided by mathematical mod-

elling to describe the erosion from gullies and the potential impact of different interventions.

This paper presents MERGE, a new model for gully erosion. MERGE is a process-based

model that balances the power available from the flow with the power required to entrain sed-
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iment from the gully floor and walls within a conservation of mass framework. MERGE is

designed to capture the physical interactions of erosion events in order to explore the ben-

efit of different interventions. Process-based models were identified as critical to support gully

interventions for the protection of the GBR (Prosser, 2018). Although motivated by the GBR,

MERGE is suitable to apply to investigate gully erosion in any region not dominated by land-

slide or freeze-thaw dynamics.

Previous models of gully erosion are predominantly empirical and are poorly suited for

investigating interventions. Two exceptions to this empirical approach are the conceptual Sed-

Net models (Wilkinson et al., 2008) and the process-based sheet and rill erosion models of

Hairsine and Rose (Hairsine and Rose, 1992a,9), which have been adapted to gullies (Rose

et al., 2014,0). The Dynamic SedNet models have been adapted to incorporate the benefit

of interventions through an empirical management factor, however this requires an a priori

knowledge of the erosion reduction achieved by each intervention. Being process-based, the

models of Hairsine and Rose are better suited to representing interventions. However, as shown

by Roberts (2019), scaling these models to large flow events results in inconsistencies. Nev-

ertheless, the understanding of gully erosion processes provided by these models represented

a significant advancement towards process-based models suitable for representing and inform-

ing interventions. MERGE builds upon the work of Hairsine and Rose, in particular through

the incorporation of a depositional layer and the concept of re-entrainment, and the use of

an erosion resistance term. MERGE is an extension of the model presented in Roberts (2019).

This paper is organised as follows. In the next section I introduce the mathematical frame-

work for the model, then in Section 3 describe the numerical solution method to the model.

Steady state solutions are explored in Section 4, while Section 5 describes the method em-

ployed to represent interventions. Results and discussion for all three approaches, dynamic,

steady state and with interventions, are given in Section 6 before concluding with some re-

marks in Section 7. A reference summary of symbols is provided in Appendix A.
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2 The model

Consider an ideal homogeneous gully of rectangular geometry and constant shallow slope.

The gully is situated such that rain events will generate sufficient runoff to overcome the re-

sistance of the soil to erosion. Rainfall over the drainage area of the gully will result in a known

flux of runoff Q [m3/s] that enters the gully via the head. This runoff cascades over the head

of the gully in a waterfall that extends a distance Lh [m] into the gully. This flux of water,

without loss due to infiltration or other means, then flows through the channel of the gully

of length L [m], width W [m] and slope S [1]. As the runoff flows through the gully it entrains

sediment and transports it down the channel. Some fraction of this sediment will settle out

of the water column, forming a depositional layer atop the original soil. This depositional layer

is available for re-entrainment, but while present acts as a shield, reducing the erosion of the

original soil matrix (Hairsine and Rose, 1992a). The term ‘re-entrainment’ was introduced

by Hairsine and Rose to differentiate between the entrainment of the original soil matrix and

of the depositional layer; this paper uses this terminology, with ‘entrainment’ referring to the

original soil matrix and ‘re-entrainment’ to the depositional layer. Fig. 1 shows the geome-

try of the idealised linear gully considered in this paper. MERGE considers runoff events that

are sufficiently large to overcome the erosion resistance of the soil, and result in a flow depth

that is sufficiently large to shield the gully floor from rainfall-driven detachment. Rainfall-

detachment dominates erosion during the initial stages of an event. However, once the flow

reaches approximately three times the diameter of the raindrops, rainfall-detachment ceases

(Hairsine et al., 1992).

Infiltration of the runoff into the gully walls, and undermining of the side walls and head

due to erosion at the base, can lead to mass slumping and gravity-driven collapse. Such events

can deliver large amounts of sediment to the water column and alter the runoff dynamics, ac-

celerating erosion processes. Gravity-driven erosion constitutes an additional sediment-source,

however is not currently captured in this model.

[Figure 1 about here.]
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The objective is to determine the mass of sediment delivered to the the river network

as a result of gully erosion. A conservation of mass approach for the concentration of sedi-

ment in the water column is therefore adopted. The change in sediment in the water column

is described by the conservation of mass equation with a source due to entrainment and sink

due to deposition. That is

W
∂(Cd)

∂t
+
∂(CQ)

∂x
= η − δ, (1)

where C [kg/m3] is the sediment concentration, η [kg/ms] is the rate of entrainment, δ [kg/ms]

is the rate of deposition, d [m] the depth of flow within the gully, and Q and W are the pre-

viously defined runoff flux and gully width. The conservation of mass equation (1) is solved

subject to a boundary condition of known sediment concentration entering the gully C(0, t) =

C0(t). The initial concentration of sediment within the water column is the concentration of

sediment entering the gully at time t = 0, that is C(x, 0) = C0(0). In the next sections the

rates of entrainment and deposition are described. Furthermore, it is convenient to consider

each component of the gully individually. Therefore, the gully is divided into its component

parts of head and channel to consider the rates of entrainment and re-entrainment.

2.1 Deposition

Sediment settles out of the water column at the rate bCws, where ws [m/s] is the set-

ting velocity of the sediment, and b is the ratio of the sediment concentration at the base of

the water column relative to the average concentration, which represents a concentration gra-

dient within the water column. Although a constant settling velocity is assumed, in practice

settling velocities are higher in suspensions that exceed 1% by weight due to the increased

number of inter-particle collisions. Where high concentrations are expected, using a higher

settling velocity may be warranted. Sediment is assumed to settle equally across the width

of the gully, and thus the rate of deposition per gully length is δ = WbCws [kg/ms]. This

deposited sediment forms a layer, the depositional layer, overlaying the original soil matrix,

and is available to be re-entrained. This layer has no effective resistance to erosion, and there-

fore will be entrained at a greater rate than the underlying original soil would be.
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2.2 Entrainment

MERGE reflects the physical processes of erosion using a power argument; power avail-

able to erode is balanced against the power required to lift sediment into the water column.

The erosive power of the runoff is due to the loss of potential energy as the water looses height.

As the water cascades over the gully head the rate of change of potential energy, per unit length

of gully, is the waterfall power Ψ = ρgQ(D − d)/Lh [W/m], where ρ [kg/m3] is the water

density, g [m2/s] is gravitational acceleration, D = D0 + Sx [m] is the gully depth a dis-

tance x [m] from the start of the gully with bottom slope S, d [m] is the depth of flow within

the channel, and therefore D−d is the height through which the waterfall drops above the

flow within the channel. The waterfall power is assumed to act equally over the gully floor

at the head. As the water travels down channel it looses height due to the slope of the gully

floor. The power generated by this loss in potential energy is the stream power Ω = ρgQS

[W/m], which is assumed to act equally over the wetted perimeter of the gully channel. The

wetted perimeter is the perimeter of the cross-sectional area that is ‘wet’ or under water dur-

ing a flow event. The power available to do work on the gully floor and walls is some frac-

tion k of the total waterfall and stream power generated (as energy is also dissipated via fric-

tional heating, noise etc.).

The rate of entrainment of sediment η due to the waterfall and stream power is given

by equating the power required to entrain sediment with the power available for entrainment.

The power available to entrain sediment must be sufficient to overcome the cohesion of the

soil and static friction, before lifting the sediment into the water column. I adapt the approach

of Hairsine and Rose (1992a,9) and introduce J [Ws/kg], the erosion resistance of the soil.

The erosion resistance of the soil is the energy required to break the cohesion of a unit mass

of soil. Highly dispersive sodic soils will have a low resistance (easy to erode), while bedrock

will have a very high resistance (hard to erode). The erosion resistance is also affected by ground

cover and other vegetation, or can be artificially enhanced for example using rock chutes or

capping. In an analogous way I define F [Ws/kg] to be the energy required to overcome static

friction per unit mass of sediment, however F is small in comparison with the other terms

in the equations and for practical purposes can be neglected. Once the cohesion of the soil
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and static friction have been overcome, sediment will be entrained into the water column to

a height h ≤ d [m], the depth of the water. The power required to entrain the sediment at

a rate η is a function of the immersive weight of the sediment, (σ − ρ)g/σ, and the height

of entrainment, h, for a sediment of density σ [kg/m3]. For simplicity, I introduce β = (σ−

ρ)gh/σ [Ws/kg], and thus the power required to overcome the erosion resistance of the soil

and static friction and then entrain sediment at the rate η is J + F + β.

Equating the power available to the power required to entrain gives η = (kΩ+H(x−

Lh)kΨ)/(J + F + β), where H(x − Lh) is the Heaviside function such that H = 1 at the

gully head, x ≤ Lh, and H = 0 within the gully channel, x > Lh. As in Roberts (2019) I

assume that there exists a natural carrying capacity of the flow C∗ [kg/m3], and therefore

that the rate of entrainment decreases linearly as the sediment concentration approaches this

carrying capacity. The carrying capacity is independent of the flow conditions, and instead

represents a physical upper limit to the transport of sediment in free-flowing water. Sediment

concentrations in excess of the carrying capacity operate under different physical regimes, for

example debris flows or mudslides, which are not considered here. Entrainment is therefore

constrained by the term 1−C/C∗. The carrying capacity term represents the energy required

to maintain sediment in suspension within the stream flow and acts to reduce the proportion

of stream (or waterfall) power available to do work on the gully floor and walls. The effec-

tive rate of entrainment is therefore

η =
kΩ +H(x− Lh)kΨ

J + F + β

C∗ − C
C∗

. (2)

It is convenient to consider the rates of entrainment in each component of the gully in-

dividually. I therefore divide the gully into its component parts and consider the rates of en-

trainment and re-entrainment for each component. Total entrainment within each region (per

unit length) is the sum of the component parts. Thus in the gully head η = ηeh, while in

the gully channel η = ηew + ηef + ηr, where the various forms of entrainment are defined

in the next two subsections.
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2.2.1 Entrainment in the gully head 0 ≤ x ≤ Lh

Within the gully head power is available from both the waterfall and stream power. Fol-

lowing Rose et al. (2014), I assume that within the gully head region sediment is immediately

re-entrained as it is deposited, and thus no depositional layer forms. I further assume that

all erosion is from the gully floor, noting that this will represent an under-estimate of the to-

tal sediment contribution. As the waterfall cascades over the side of the gully it will entrain

from the gully walls, which is an additional source of entrainment not represented by this model.

This entrainment is however expected to be small in comparison with the entrainment from

the gully floor in this region. A potentially larger source of entrainment is gravity collapse,

which is linked to the massive growth of the gully and the delivery of large amounts of sed-

iment to the water column. Modelling of gravity collapse however requires a different approach

than is considered by this model. The levee-failure methods of Fukuoka and Tabata (2019)

could potentially be used to determine the rate of sediment source due to gravity-driven col-

lapse. This rate of sediment supply would be incorporated into the conservation of mass equa-

tion as an additional source term.

The power required to re-entrain the deposited sediment δ is (F + β)δ, and thus the

residual effective power available to entrain the original soil matrix is kΩ(C∗−C)/C∗−(F+

β)δ. Thus the total entrainment from the gully in the head region, including immediate re-

entrainment of all deposited material, is

ηeh + δ =

[
k(Ω + Ψ)

J + F + β
− δ F + β

J + F + β

](
C∗ − C
C∗

)
+ δ, (3)

where the subscript eh refers to the entrainment (e) of a cohesive sediment (that is, with J 6=

0) within the gully head (h) region. As I consider only entrainment from the floor of the gully

head, the conservation of mass equation is

W
∂(Cd)

∂t
+
∂(CQ)

∂x
= ηeh + δ − δ =

[
k(Ω + Ψ)

J + F + β
− δ F + β

J + F + β

](
C∗ − C
C∗

)
(4)

where δ
(

F+β
J+F+β

)
represents the effective decrease in entrainment from the original soil ma-

trix due to the immediate re-entrainment of all deposited material.
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2.2.2 Entrainment in the gully channel Lh < x ≤ L

Within the gully channel waterfall erosion is negligible and entrainment is driven by stream

power. Within the gully channel the rates of entrainment are typically much less than within

the gully head region, and thus a depositional layer is expected to form atop the gully floor.

While this depositional layer is non-cohesive (J = 0), the original soil matrix of the floor

and walls is cohesive (J > 0). Two scenarios must therefore be considered (i) a permanent

depositional layer, and (ii) a transient depositional layer, as exists in the gully head region.

In the first scenario, the rate of entrainment is insufficient to fully erode the depositional layer,

which will either maintain (steady state scenario) or increase its mass. If the rate of entrain-

ment is sufficient to fully entrain the depositional layer, any remaining stream power will lead

to the entrainment of the underlying soil matrix. As sediment is not deposited on the gully

walls, the rate of entrainment from the walls is the same in either scenario.

Gully walls

It is assumed that the stream power acts equally across the wetted perimeter. Thus the

effective stream power acting on the gully walls inundated to a depth d per unit length is the

proportion of the wetted perimeter occupied by the walls, that is 2d/(W+2d). Entrainment

from the gully walls is therefore

ηew =
2d

W + 2d

kΩ

J + F + β

C∗ − C
C∗

. (5)

Equation (5) assumes that the depth of deposited sediment is negligibly small in com-

parison with the depth of flow.

Gully floor

The depositional layer is assumed to uniformly cover the width of the gully floor, which

occupies W/(W+2d) of the wetted perimeter. As the depositional layer shields the under-

lying soil, the rate of entrainment from the original soil matrix must consider the re-entrainment

of the depositional layer. If M [kg/m] is the mass of the depositional layer per unit length,

and M [kg/ms] is the corresponding rate required to instantaneously remove the layer M ,
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then the rates of re-entrainment (r) and entrainment from the gully floor (ef) are

ηr = min

(
W

W + 2d

kΩ

F + β

C∗ − C
C∗

, M
)

(6)

ηef =


0 ηr ≤M

W

W + 2d

kΩ

J + F + β

C∗ − C
C∗

− ηr
F + β

J + F + β
ηr >M.

(7)

The mass of the depositional layer is given by

∂M

∂t
= δ − ηr, (8)

which is solved subject to the initial condition M(x, 0) = M0, the initial mass of the depo-

sitional layer. The initial mass of the depositional layer will depend on how recently previ-

ous erosion events occurred, soil type, and any rainfall-detachment at the start of the cur-

rent flow event.

3 Dynamic Solution Approach

To explore the response of the gully to both constant and variable runoff events I solve

the dynamic conservation of mass equation (1) with (3) to (8), subject to the initial condi-

tion C(x, 0) = C0 and boundary condition C(0, t) = C0 using numerical techniques.

The numerical method of lines approach (Schiesser, 1991), discretised in space, is im-

plemented in Python v3.6.5 using the numpy odeint ordinary differential equation routine.

Method of lines is a general procedure for the solution of time-dependent partial differential

equations. A central difference scheme is used to resolve the spatial derivatives at internal

nodes within the gully head and channel regions, with backward and forward difference used

for the boundary nodes. The internal boundary between the head and channel, across which

there is a discontinuity in the erosive power of the flow, is resolved using a backward differ-

ence scheme. To simplify the numerical solution, the following approximations were incor-

porated: the flux Q is constant within the gully, that is Q(x, t) = Q(t), and the height D−

d through which the waterfall drops is approximated by D0−d, a constant in x. The con-

stant flux assumption is valid where the time rate of change of the flux is small in compar-
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ison with the velocity of the flow, while the waterfall depth approximation will lead to an un-

derestimate in the waterfall power available for erosion. These assumptions mean that the

flow depth as well as the waterfall and stream power are functions of time only. The gully

is discretised with a node every half a metre through the head and channel. The numpy odeint

routine employs an adaptive timestep. The maximum timestep permitted was never more than

0.36 seconds. Gibbs phenomena (oscillations in the solution) are evident at the discontinu-

ities in the erosive power or the flow, which is not unexpected. These discontinuities occur

at the transition from the head to the channel (due to the waterfall power going to zero), and

in Section 6.3 at the porous check dams.

4 Steady state solutions

Previous research suggests the existence of a steady state solution (Hairsine, 1988; Hair-

sine and Rose, 1992a), which is investigated here. At steady state the mass of the depositional

layer is constant, therefore the rate of entrainment and deposition within the gully channel

are equal, that is ηr = δ, which implies

C = C∗
(

1− δ∗

δ∗ + ζr

)
< C∗ (9)

a constant concentration where δ∗ is the maximum deposition rate given by C = C∗, and

ζr = W
W+2d

kΩ
F+β . In order for (9) to satisfy the conservation of mass equation (1) with ηr =

δ requires ηew = 0, a condition that cannot be satisfied. Thus the steady depositional layer

presumed in Hairsine and Rose (1992b) and related papers is not a valid solution within gul-

lies. This result is not unexpected. With ηr = δ, the spatial derivative of the mass flux CQ

is positive due to entrainment from the gully walls. Neglecting the carrying capacity term for

a moment, this gives a linearly increasing concentration with distance. However, in order for

re-entrainment and deposition to be in balance, this would require that the re-entrainment

also increased linearly with distance since deposition is a linear function of the concentration.

Under constant flux conditions, re-entrainment is constant in x outside of the carrying ca-

pacity term, and therefore is unable to adapt to balance the increased deposition, breaching

the steady state requirement. Including the carrying capacity term leads to a similar contra-
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diction. Solution of the steady state conservation of mass equation with entrainment from

the walls under a carrying capacity constraint results in a solution of the form C = C∗(1−

e−x), which is likewise an increasing concentration, leading to the same contradiction between

deposition and re-entrainment as before. I therefore conclude that a non-zero steady state

depositional layer cannot arise.

Interest, however, is not in the dynamics of the depositional layer, but rather in the mass

flux of sediment delivered to the stream network. I therefore explore conditions under which

a steady state concentration may arise within the gully channel. To simplify the application

of the boundary conditions at the entrance to the channel region, I introduce the translations

x̂ = x−Lh and Ĉ = C −C(x̂ = 0) = C −CLh and use the ̂ notation to refer to variables

on this translated coordinate system. That is, consider solutions to

Q
∂Ĉ

∂x̂
= η̂ew + η̂r + η̂ef − δ̂ (10)

Ĉ(0) = 0, (11)

with δ̂ = Wbws(Ĉ+CLh) and the carrying capacity in the entrainment terms now 1−(Ĉ+

CLh)/C∗.

If δ̂ > η̂r, then the depositional layer is permanently present and η̂ef = 0. This gives

rise to the quasi-steady state concentration

ĈSSr =

(
C∗(ζ̂ew + ζ̂r)

δ̂∗ + ζ̂ew + ζ̂r
− CLh

)[
1− exp

(
− x̂

C∗Q
(δ̂∗ + ζ̂ew + ζ̂r)

)]
, (12)

where ζ̂ew = 2d
W+2d

kΩ
J+F+β and ζ̂r = W

W+2d
kΩ
F+β . This represents an exponentially increas-

ing concentration that is constrained by the carrying capacity C∗. The implicit requirement

underpinning this solution is that the effective stream power is sufficient to maintain erosion

but not so large as to completely erode the depositional layer. Far from the gully head this

condition is satisfied, since ∂M̂
∂t

∣∣∣
x→∞

= δ̂∗ζ̂ew/
(
δ̂∗ + ζ̂ew + ζ̂r

)
> 0. However, ∂M̂

∂t

∣∣∣
x=0

=

−ζ̂r + CLh(ζ̂r + δ̂∗)/C∗, which may be negative, depending on the concentration entering

the channel. If the concentration of sediment exiting the gully head is close to the carrying
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capacity of the flow then this will be positive, and the mass of the depositional layer will in-

crease over time.

In the case where the depositional layer is continuously re-entrained, allowing for en-

trainment from the original soil matrix, the net entrainment is given by

kΩ

J + F + β

(
1− Ĉ − CLh

C∗

)
− F + β

J + F + β
δ̂, (13)

which gives rise to the steady state concentration

ĈSSe
=
AC∗ − CLh(A+BC∗)

A+BC∗

[
1− exp

(
−x̂
QC∗

(A+BC∗)

)]
, (14)

where A = kΩ
J+F+β and B = F+β

J+F+βWbws. This condition requires the effective power avail-

able for erosion across the floor exceeds that required to re-entrain the depositional layer, that

is kΩ
J+F+β > WbwsĈSSe

.

Within the head region of the gully a depositional layer does not form, as deposited sed-

iment is assumed to be continuously re-entrained. Neglecting the influence of gully slope on

the waterfall power, Ψ, is a constant and the steady state conditions are therefore analogous

to (14). On the original domain this is

CSSh
=
A2

B
+

(
C∗ − A2

B

) A2 −BC0

A2 −BC0 −B(C∗ − C0) exp
[
−x
C∗Q (A2 −BC∗)

]
 (15)

where A2 = k(Ω+Ψ)
J+F+β , and B is as previously defined. In the limit C0 = C∗, the steady state

concentration within the head region is CSSh
= C∗ due to the assumption that a depositional

layer cannot form. That is, all sediment deposited out must be immediately re-entrained. As

the concentration is already at the carrying capacity, entrainment from the original soil ma-

trix is prevented and the concentration stays constant. For the non-depositional layer assump-

tion to be valid, the waterfall power must be sufficient to immediately re-entrain all deposited

sediment.
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5 Applying MERGE to represent interventions

The ability to represent gully interventions was a key motivator for the development of

MERGE. Gully interventions are varied, however all target one or more of three actions: re-

ducing runoff (either volume or velocity), increasing the erosion resistance of the soil, and in-

creasing deposition. As deposition is unable to be directly targeted, increasing deposition equates

to reducing the runoff velocity thereby increasing residence time, which enables a higher mass

of sediment to deposit over the same distance of flow. As examples, increasing ground cover,

particularly of native grasses, will increase infiltration (reducing runoff volume) and increase

surface roughness (decreasing runoff velocity) within the drainage area as well as increasing

the erosion resistance of the soil within the gully. Gully reshaping aims to eliminate the wa-

terfall and reduce runoff slope, decreasing runoff velocity. Porous check dams reduce runoff

velocity and increase residence times, while stock exclusion promotes revegetation. Chem-

ical soil treatments, such as the application of gypsum, support initial vegetation establish-

ment, increasing roughness and hence decreasing runoff flux.

To illustrate the ability of MERGE to represent interventions I explore two possible ac-

tions, (i) increasing ground cover within the gully, and (ii) the installation of porous check

dams. Increasing ground cover within the gully will both increase the erosion resistance of

the soil (increase J) and decrease the flow velocity, and hence the flux Q. I illustrate the po-

tential benefits of increasing ground cover through the Manning’s roughness coefficient n. These

results are an under-estimate, as the erosion resistance, J , is held constant, when in practice

it will increase as the ground cover will act as a shield, protecting the soil from the action of

the flow. The method of Arcement Jr and Schneider (1989) for selecting Manning’s rough-

ness coefficients in channels is adapted to determine the new Mnaning’s roughness coefficient

post intervention. Arcement Jr and Schneider (1989, Eq. 3) apply additive corrections to the

base number due to surface irregularities, channel cross-section shape and size, obstructions,

and vegetation and flow conditions. Modelling the porous check dams as an obstruction to

the flow, the corrected Manning’s number is therefore

n = nbase + ngc + npcd (16)
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where nbase is the base coefficient value, ngc is the correction due to vegetation (including ground

cover), and npcd is the correction due to the porous check dams. Adjustments due to chan-

nel cross section, and surface irregularities do not apply in this case. As the channel is rect-

angular, a correction due to meandering is also not required.

The value for ngc was determined by fitting an exponential curve to the values in Arce-

ment Jr and Schneider (1989, Table 2) assuming a ground cover height of 20 cm and that ‘small’

corrections correspond to a flow depth twice the ground cover height, ‘medium’ to 1.5×, ‘large’

to 1×, and ‘very large’ to a flow depth half the height of the ground cover. The Manning’s

n corrections corresponding to ‘small’, ‘medium’, ‘large’, and ‘very large’ are provided in Arce-

ment Jr and Schneider (1989, Table 2). With the ground cover assumed to cover a propor-

tion G of the gully width,

ngc = 0.1768G exp(−0.016d). (17)

Porous check dams are commonly constructed by loosely inter-weaving natural timber

across the width of the gully, potentially secured with a wire mesh and star pickets (Wilkin-

son et al., 2019). The objective is for the dams to slow the flow of water, encouraging depo-

sition and therefore providing a surface for revegetation. I consider the influence of porous

check dams on erosion for a single event. As with ground cover, the porous check dams are

simulated through the Manning’s roughness coefficient via the npcd term in (16). The influ-

ence of porous check dams is more complex than a local change to the roughness coefficient,

as the influence of the dam on the flow extends beyond the immediate location of the dam.

However, rather than incorporate complex representations of the dam’s influence on the flow,

I model the check dam as an obstruction whose influence decays exponentially with distance.

I choose the upper limit of the severe obstruction category from Arcement Jr and Schneider

(1989, Table 2) adjusted for the height of the water relative to the dam, and with the pre-

viously mentioned exponential decay downstream. Thus

npcd = 0.05
pcdheight

d
exp(−0.5x), (18)
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where pcdheight [m] is the height of the porous check dam. Directly coupling in the flow be-

haviour to the model will improve the representation of dams.

[Table 1 about here.]

6 Results and discussion

6.1 Dynamic equations

The erosion of an idealised gully is explored by considering two flux regimes. A constant

flux of depth d = 0.2 m, which equates to Q = 0.303 m3/s for this case study, and a dy-

namic flux that is sinusoidal in shape. The sinusoidal flux is described by d = sin(πt/3600)+

0.001 m and is considered over a one hour period, which equates to a maximum flux of 3.154 m3/s.

Two gully erosion resistances are also considered, a highly erodible gully with J = 400/36002 W s/kg,

and a gully that is resistant to erosion with J = 400 W s/kg. The value of J chosen for a

highly erodible gully is sufficiently small as to be negligible, while the value chosen for the

resistant gully is sufficient to prevent erosion within the channel. Other parameter values were

chosen to reflect, as close as practicable, values from the Bremer gully case study in Rose et al.

(2014). Consequently, the sediment density and settling velocity are somewhat higher than

would typically be of primary interest in the GBR catchments at σ = 2320 kg/m3 and ws =

0.05 m/s. A summary of the parameter values is given in Table 1. Unless stated otherwise,

these parameter values are used for all figures.

The numerical solution of the full dynamic equations for a highly erodible gully with

a constant flux indicates a rapid approach to the steady state solution, and confirms the growth

of the depositional layer predicted by the steady state analysis, see Section 4. The ratio of

the erosive power available from the flow to the resistance of the sediment separates erosion

dynamics in the gully into two regimes.

[Figure 2 about here.]

[Figure 3 about here.]
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For a highly erodible gully, with a clean inflow, erosion will be greatest within the head re-

gion due to the erosive power of the waterfall. On entering the channel, with the sharp de-

crease in erosive power, deposition will dominate until a new equilibrium is reached. This tran-

sition between the head and channel region results in a localised jump in the depositional layer.

In practice, the edge of the depositional layer would not be this severe, as the transition from

the waterfall region to the channel would be more gradual than the enforced discontinuity.

Nevertheless, this result is consistent with the expected accumulation of sediment at tran-

sitions in the stream power. Where the power of the flow to entrain and transport sediment

decreases, a local increase in deposition is expected until a new equilibrium is obtained. Sim-

ilarly, where the erosive power increases, for example due to an increase in slope, additional

scouring is expected.

While the constant flux case illustrates typical erosion behaviour under different regimes,

a more natural runoff event will commence with a low runoff, increasing to some maximum

before declining to zero. Such a dynamic event is modelled using the sinusoidal flux profile

described above. Within the gully at any point in time, the erosion dynamics are not dissim-

ilar to that of the constant flux case. For the highly erodible gully, the erosive power in the

head exceeds that in the channel. Therefore, the sediment concentration grows within the head,

declining rapidly at the transition to the channel, see Fig. 2. This transition zone likewise cor-

responds to a localised jump in the height of the depositional layer. The temporal dynam-

ics, however, differ significantly, not least in that steady conditions will not eventuate. As the

water depth increases the waterfall power decreases as D0 − d is reduced. This introduces

a wave in the sediment concentration in the head, which is transferred down channel, and is

also evident in the temporal dynamics of the depositional layer, see Fig. 3. For this event the

depositional layer continues to grow throughout the channel, however runoff events can oc-

cur where the depositional layer is at times depleted or decreasing.

As this model is yet to be parameterised the modelled sediment fluxes and depositional

layer depths should not be considered predictive of any specific event. However, layer depths

of around 5 – 10 cm are not unrealistic. Integrating the exit flux for the sinusoidal event to

determine the area under the curve gives the total flux during the one hour long event to be
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approximately 61 tonnes. For reference, the case study gully in Rose et al. (2014), on which

the baseline parameter values were modelled, exported 1.772 ± 0.011 × 106 tonnes of sedi-

ment between their December 2009 and February 2011 surveys.

Erosion dynamics within a gully that is highly resistant to erosion exhibit some signif-

icant differences to the highly erodible case. An erosion resistance of J = 400 Ws/kg is used

to model a gully that is resistant but not immune to erosion for the case study events. Fig. 4

shows the sediment flux at selected locations within the gully during an hour long runoff event

for the constant and sinusoidal runoff fluxes.

[Figure 4 about here.]

In the case of the constant flux, the gully is sufficiently resistant to erosion that entrainment

is constrained throughout the length of the gully. Any sediment deposited is immediately re-

entrained, preventing the build up of a depositional layer. In contrast to the highly erodible

case, here the concentration of sediment, and hence the sediment flux, increases monotoni-

cally along the length of the gully, indicating that this system is supply limited, as opposed

to transport limited. While a steady state is achieved, it takes approximately 10 times longer

than for the transport limited case. This is due to the fact that sufficient sediment must be

eroded such that deposition and re-entrainment, with a small amount of entrainment from

the walls, will be balanced. The steady sediment flux at the gully exit is approximately one

tenth that of the highly erodible case.

The longer transient phase is also evident in the sinusoidal flux case. Initially, the flow

is insufficient to generate entrainment, leading to a distinct asymmetry in the flux profile. As

with the constant flux case, the dynamic profile also indicates a monotonically increasing sed-

iment flux along the length of the gully. The entrainment wave in the gully head is also sig-

nificantly less pronounced than in the highly erodible case. For most of the runoff event, any

deposited sediment is immediately re-entrained. An artificial depositional layer does however

arise at the conclusion of the runoff event. This depositional layer is an artefact of the spa-

tially independent flux assumption. As the runoff event concludes, the depth of water approaches

zero, and thus the concentration within the water column increases, leading to an artificially
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high deposition rate. This deposition layer is however small, less than 2 mm high, and can

therefore be neglected.

In addition to the depositional layer, other observed phenomena common to erosion in

channels evident in these solutions include hysteresis and first flush. Hysteresis refers to the

observations whereby the concentration in the flow is not a deterministic function of the flux.

That is, the concentration at a specific flow is different between the rising and falling hydro-

graph. These observations suggest a temporal dynamic to erosion. I check for hysteresis by

comparing the sediment concentration at the same flux on the rising and falling hydrograph

for the sinusoidal flow depth. Fig. 5 shows the asymmetry in the concentration at the start

of the channel region and the gully exit, calculated using C|Q rise−C|Q fall. Although small

in comparison to the total sediment concentration, these results nevertheless provide support

for the validity of the model.

[Figure 5 about here.]

First flush refers to the observations of a short, initial high sediment flux that rapidly

falls away. The results suggest this is likely due to either a pre-existing depositional layer, see

Fig. 6, or due to a high sediment concentration in the inflowing runoff, see Fig. 7. For a highly

erodible gully, where the depositional layer will otherwise grow unbounded, an initial depo-

sitional layer has a negligible effect on the total sediment flux over a runoff event. However,

for a gully that is resistant to erosion, this initial depositional layer produces an initially high

sediment flux as the layer is rapidly entrained. As the underlying sediment is resistant to ero-

sion, once this layer is depleted the sediment flux will sharply decline to steady state condi-

tions. Where the gully is highly resistant to erosion the steady state is no entrainment, and

thus the sediment flux decreases to zero once the depositional layer is fully entrained.

[Figure 6 about here.]

First flush effects were also observed for a high inflow concentration, however this may

be an artefact of the model assumptions. As the spatial dynamics of the flux are not consid-

ered, that is Q(x, t) = Q(t), the initial concentration throughout the gully is assumed to be
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that of the inflowing runoff. The high initial concentration leads to high initial sediment flux

out of the gully that very rapidly approaches the steady value, as shown in Fig. 7.

[Figure 7 about here.]

6.2 Steady state

Although not a true steady state, the quasi-steady state solutions are not qualitatively

dis-similar from earlier descriptions of steady state behaviour observed experimentally. A steady

concentration is evident, which is consistent with observations based on the sediment con-

centration in water samples (see the experimental results for a rainfall-detachment process

of Hairsine (1988)). The existence of a depositional layer at steady concentrations is also con-

sistent with the work of Hairsine (1988). Although this analysis indicates that a steady de-

positional layer is not possible, at low flows the aggregation of the depositional layer may be

sufficiently slow that it may not have been observed with the techniques used to measure the

depositional layer. Specific laboratory or field trials are necessary to confirm the growth of

the depositional layer.

The usefulness of the steady state solution to inform interventions is explored via a com-

parison with the solution of the full time-dependent conservation of mass equation, (1). This

comparison demonstrates that after a short time the steady state solution is an excellent ap-

proximation to the full dynamics. Under the constant flux assumption the dynamic solution

approaches the steady state within 2 minutes, and by 6 minutes is indistinguishable from the

steady state solution, as shown in Fig. 8.

[Figure 8 about here.]

The steady state solution was further tested by comparing the dynamic solution subject to

the sinusoidal runoff flux with the solution obtained assuming that steady conditions hold

at each point in time. As shown in Fig. 9, the sediment concentration is well approximated

by the steady state.
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[Figure 9 about here.]

These results indicate that the analytic steady state solution can be used as a proxy for the

full problem, even when the flux is non-constant. Care however must be taken to ensure that

the correct steady state regime is considered, that is with or without a depositional layer present.

Figs. 10 and 11 explore the response of the sediment flux to different gully and flow pa-

rameters for selected erosion resistances between J = 0 Ws/kg and J = 50 Ws/kg under

the assumption of a permanent depositional layer. Results are obtained using the analytical

quasi-steady state solutions.

[Figure 10 about here.]

As clean water enters the gully (Fig. 10(a), (c), and (e)) it entrains sediment at a greater rate

than it deposits out (by definition). In the head region of the gully the sediment concentra-

tion increases rapidly. As the flow enters the channel region, the erosive power of the flow in-

stantaneously drops. Where the flow concentration is greater than the transport capacity of

the channel, deposition will dominate and the concentration will approach the steady con-

centration [C∗(ζ̂ew + ζ̂r)]/(δ̂
∗+ ζ̂ew + ζ̂r) (Fig. 10(a) and (b)), while if the flow is unable to

reach its transport capacity by the end of the head region, entrainment will continue to dom-

inate within the channel (Fig. 10 (c) – (f)). Where the inflowing concentration is higher (Fig. 10

(b), (d) and (f)), but still less than the transport capacity of the flow within the head, the

concentration profiles are similar to that for the clean inflow, with the natural maximum con-

centration being reached quicker due to the higher starting concentration. If the concentra-

tion of the inflowing runoff is at the transport capacity for the head region, approximately

C0 = 56 kg/m3 for the baseline case, a dynamic balance is maintained with no net entrain-

ment of the original soil matrix. In this case, the cohesion of the original soil matrix will have

no bearing on the entrainment dynamics within the head region. Once the flow enters the chan-

nel, as the depositional layer is assumed to be permanent, the soil cohesion has minimal im-

pact on the flow concentration as it only affects entrainment from the walls, ηew. For the shal-

low flow case, the ratio of the contributing area of the gully walls to that from the floor is low
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(17% versus 83%). If the inflow concentration exceeds the transport capacity of the flow, all

deposited material will not be able to be immediately re-entrained. Mathematically a ‘neg-

ative entrainment’ will arise, which is equivalent to deposition not being actively re-entrained.

This leads to the non-physical solution of higher flow concentrations arising for higher ero-

sion resistances, which is an indicator the assumption of continuous re-entrainment has bro-

ken down. As the concentration decreases to below the transport capacity, this anomaly is

corrected. Such a scenario would be rare, as it can reasonably be assumed that the transport

capacity in the head region is greater than that in the gully drainage area. However, care must

be taken to ensure that the model is not used in this case, as the underlying assumptions are

invalid.

If the inflowing runoff is at the carrying capacity C∗, there will be no entrainment within

the head region, and due to the assumption of no depositional layer forming, the concentra-

tion will stay constant within this region. Within the channel the depositional layer will form,

and the concentration of the water column will decline. The rate at which the concentration

declines will depend on the parameters. For the baseline case the concentration rapidly de-

clines to the equilibrium value, whereas with a higher flux or lower settling velocity this de-

cline is more gradual.

In general, the concentration of the inflowing runoff has only a transitory effect on the

sediment flux within the gully. For an infinitely long gully the steady state within the chan-

nel, CSSr
|x→∞ is independent of the inflowing runoff concentration. Therefore, if the gully

is sufficiently long, the sediment flux exiting the gully will be independent of the concentra-

tion of the runoff, however patterns of entrainment and deposition within the gully will de-

pend on the inflowing concentration. Gullies are not however infinitely long; as evident from

Fig. 10, a greater inflowing sediment concentration will result in higher exiting sediment fluxes

where full equilibrium has yet to be achieved. For the 100 m gully considered in this analy-

sis, although the baseline parameter values achieve equilibrium within the gully, both the greater

flow depth, (c) and (d), and the lower settling velocity, (e) and (f), generate a higher exit sed-

iment flux with the high concentration inflow versus clean water inflow.
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Soil erosion resistances affect the sediment flux exiting gullies where the gully is insuf-

ficiently long, given other parameters, to achieve equilibrium concentrations. In the case of

clean inflowing water, higher soil erosion resistances (compare J = 50 Ws/kg with the J =

0 Ws/kg case) lead to lower sediment fluxes throughout the gully, as shown in Fig. 11. The

effect of other parameters of the gully and the flow on the sediment flux exiting the gully are

explored in Fig. 11 using a vary one-at-a-time approach under the case where the depositional

layer is permanent. These parameters have a predictable effect on the exit flux. With all other

parameters held fixed, increasing the gully width or flow depth increases the runoff flux, and

hence stream and waterfall power, and therefore generates a higher sediment flux. As the ero-

sive power decreases substantially in the transition from the head region to the channel, net

deposition will occur and a longer gully will therefore correspond to a lower sediment flux.

Once the gully reaches a certain length, approximately 35 m in the example case, an equilib-

rium is achieved whereby the erodibility characteristics of the sediment have only a minimal

effect on the sediment flux exiting the gully. This is because of the assumption of a perma-

nent depositional layer. The additional sediment entrained in the gully head due to a more

erodible soil will deposit out over time (and hence distance). With sufficient distance, excess

sediment carried in the flow will be fully deposited, and cease to influence local dynamics. Within

the channel, the ratio of entrainment to re-entrainment is W :2d, which is 5:1 for the exam-

ple case. Conversely, in the case where the underlying soil matrix is actively entrained through-

out the channel, a longer gully will result in a greater sediment flux. As the depositional layer

cannot form, entrainment will exceed deposition, continuously adding sediment to the wa-

ter column leading to an increasing concentration with distance. Increasing either the sed-

iment density or settling velocity will increase deposition, and therefore decrease the exit flux.

In all cases, higher erosion resistances correspond to lower exit fluxes as the gully is more re-

sistant to erosion.

In the case of a permanent depositional layer the concentration within the gully will trend

to the constant value [C∗(ζ̂ew + ζ̂r)]/(δ̂
∗+ ζ̂ew + ζ̂r), for a sufficiently long gully. The size of

this term is dependent on the balance between the erosive power of the flow relative to the

soil’s resistance, kΩ/J , and the sediment characteristics of density, σ, and settling velocity
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ws. If kΩ/J � 1/ws, then the erosive power of the flow will dominate and the concentra-

tion within the gully will have minimal variation with sediment characteristics for a sufficiently

long gully, as is the case for the baseline parameters shown.

[Figure 11 about here.]

6.3 Interventions

The MERGE model is shown to be suitable to represent gully interventions. Figs. 12

and 13 show the effect of increased ground cover and the installation of porous check dams

on the sediment flux. For the highly erodible gully and a constant flux, increasing the ground

cover within the gully results in a lower exit flux as expected. Although this example shows

that erosion can be completely prevented through ground cover, this is not the case for all

flow events. Porous check dams are shown to locally decrease the sediment flux at the loca-

tion of each dam, resulting in a localised build up of the depositional layer. This result is con-

sistent with observed behaviour. Porous check dams are known to trap sediment, building

up behind the dam. This model therefore reproduces the key behaviour due to porous check

dams, however as this model does not consider the effect of the depositional layer on the flow

dynamics, there is no feedback loop between the depositional layer and the flux parameters

of slope. Moreover, the water height relative to the height of the check dams is not updated

throughout a simulation. Thus, to model longer term effects, updates to the slope and dam

heights would be required.

[Figure 12 about here.]

[Figure 13 about here.]

7 Concluding remarks

This paper presents a new process-based model of gully erosion. MERGE will support

the effective management of gullies to achieve improved environmental outcomes both locally

and in connected ecosystems. MERGE incorporates the Hairsine and Rose concepts of ero-
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sion resistance and the depositional layer within a conservation of mass framework. The model

takes as inputs physical characteristics of the gully and runoff event and outputs the concen-

tration of sediment exiting the gully without any a priori knowledge of the history of erosion

events at the site of interest. The sediment flux delivered to the riverine system is trivially

calculated by multiplying the concentration with the known runoff flux to obtain the sedi-

ment flux.

The MERGE ideal gully model presents a significant improvement over existing mod-

els to capture the effect of rehabilitation interventions on the delivery of sediment from gully

systems. While further work is required to parameterise the model, in particular relating the

erosion resistance J to common soil characteristics such as the R1 and R2 soil dispersion tests,

and to validate against observations, MERGE exhibits many of the qualitative features of gully

erosion. Features of erosion evident through the MERGE model include rapidly achieving a

steady sediment concentration at the gully exit, evidence of hysteresis effects, the growth of

a depositional layer, and first flush dynamics. Consideration of common interventions also

demonstrated expected outcomes, including increased sediment deposition at the porous check

dams, and the reduction (or prevention) of erosion with higher rates of ground cover. Future

work will focus on validating the model against field observations, and improving the repre-

sentation of sediment through consideration of a distribution of sediment sizes (and hence set-

tling velocities). Incorporation of gravity-collapse process will present a significant advance-

ment on the current model.

MERGE represents a significant advancement in gully erosion modelling. The model

fills a gap in the availability of models to inform interventions. The simple analytical expres-

sions obtained provide an opportunity to operatlionalise the MERGE model within decision

support systems.
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A Parameters

C kg/m3 sediment concentration in the water column

C∗ kg/m3 concentration carrying capacity

Q m3/s runoff flux

Ω W/m stream power

Ψ W/m waterfall power

k 1 proportion of stream/waterfall power available to erode

J Ws/kg erosion resistance

F Ws/kg friction term

H 1 Heaviside function

η kg/ms entrainment

ηeh kg/ms entrainment in the gully head

ηef kg/ms entrainment from the floor in the gully channel

ηew kg/ms entrainment from the walls in the gully channel

ηr kg/ms re-entrainment from the floor in the gully channel

δ kg/ms deposition

b 1 sediment concentration gradient within the water column

ws m/s settling velocity of sediment

d m depth of the flow

W m width of gully

Lh m length of the gully head

L m total length of the gully

S 1 slope of the gully

D m depth of the gully

M kg/m mass of sediment in the depositional layer

σ kg/m3 sediment density

ρ kg/m3 water density

g m/s2 gravity

x m horizontal distance along the gully

t s time

pcdheight m height porous check dams

n s/m1/3 Manning’s roughness coefficient

nbase s/m1/3 base value without interventions

ngc s/m1/3 correction due to ground cover

npcd s/m1/3 correction due to porous check dams

G 1 proportion of gully width under ground cover

β Ws/kg β = (σ − ρ)gh/σ
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Figure 1: Geometry of the ideal gully. The sediment concentration C(x, t) [kg/m3] satisfies

the conservation of mass equation, which is to be solved within the bounded domain x ∈ [0, L],

for time t ≥ 0. The gully is split into two regions for convenience, the gully head x ∈ [0, Lh],

and the channel x ∈ (Lh, L], for time t ≥ 0. The gully is of constant slope. The flow within the

gully is of constant flux Q [m3/s] with depth d [m], and width W [m]. Sediment is entrained

from the walls and floor at rate ηew [kg/m s] and ηef [kg/m s] respectfully, and re-entrained

at the rate ηr [kg/m s]. Sediment is deposited out at the rate δ [kg/m s] forming the depo-

sitional layer (shown in red). Within the gully head a depositional layer is not formed, as

deposited sediment is immediately re-entrained. Net entrainment in the gully head is at the

rate ηeh [kg/m s].
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Figure 2: Concentration and sediment flux dynamics for a constant (a) and dynamic (b)

runoff flux for a highly erodible gully at specific locations within the gully.
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Figure 3: Dynamics of the depositional layer under constant (a) and dynamic (b) runoff flux

conditions in a highly erodible gully. The growth of the depositional layer is shown at a se-

lection of locations within the gully channel. The growth of the depositional layer within the

gully is shown for times up to 6 min for the constant case (a), and over the full hour for the

dynamic case (b). All other parameter values are as per Table 1.
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Figure 4: Concentration and sediment flux dynamics for a constant (a) and dynamic (b)

runoff flux for a gully that is resistant to erosion (high erosion resistance) at specific locations

within the gully.
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Figure 5: Hysteresis effects for the sinusoidal flow depth in a highly erodible gully. Hysteresis

is indicated by the asymmetry in the sediment concentration [kg/m3] between the rising and

falling hydrographs.
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Figure 6: First flush effects due to an initial depositional layer of M0 = 5 kg/m, approxi-

mately 0.1cm deep, in a gully that is highly resistant to erosion J = 400 Ws/kg, with a high

runoff flux corresponding to d = 1 m. Solutions are shown at equal time intervals, with the

depositional layer decreasing over time.
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Figure 7: Sediment flux dynamics with a constant runoff flux and an incoming runoff concen-

tration of C0 = C∗/2 kg/m3 at different locations within a highly erodible gully.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the analytical steady state concentration with the long time

(t = 6 min) numerical solution for a highly erodible gully with a runoff depth of d = 0.2m.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the numerical (dynamic) and the analytical steady state (SS) solu-

tions for a dynamic runoff flux, d = sin(πt/3600)+0.001 m, in a highly erodible gully. Sediment

concentrations are shown at the end of the gully head (x = Lh) and at the gully exit x = L.
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(a) d = 0.2, ws = 0.05, C0 = 0 (b) d = 0.2, ws = 0.05, C0 = 50

(c) d = 1, ws = 0.05, C0 = 0 (d) d = 1, ws = 0.05, C0 = 50

(e) d = 0.2, ws = 0.001, C0 = 0 (f) d = 0.2, ws = 0.001, C0 = 50

Figure 10: Sediment flux within the gully for a selection of erosion resistances between

J = 0 W s/kg and J = 50 W s/kg. Solutions are obtained using the analytical steady state

results. Parameter values are as per Table 1 unless otherwise indicated. The units for the flow

depths d, settling velocities, ws and initial concentration, C0 are m, m/s, and kg/m3 respec-

tively.
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Figure 11: Sediment flux at the gully exit as a function of the gully parameters for a range of

erosion resistance values between J = 0 Ws/kg and J = 50 Ws/kg from the analytical steady

state solutions and assuming a permanent deposition layer, (12), and a constant flux depth

d = 0.2 m. The effect of head length and gully width are shown at the start of the channel

(indicated by ‘Sediment flux head’ on the y-axis), as it was not found to be significant by the

end of the gully.
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Figure 12: Exiting sediment flux as a function of the proportion of ground cover within the

gully for Run A obtained from the analytical steady state solutions.
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Figure 13: Effect of porous check dams on the sediment flux (a) and depositional layer (b).

The sediment flux results were obtained from the analytical steady state results, and the de-

positional layer using the numerical solution. 50cm high porous check dams are installed every

10m, commencing at Lh + 10 for a highly erodible gully. (a) Sediment flux exiting the gully

given by the steady state solutions (15) and (15), with higher flow depths corresponding to

higher fluxes. (b) Depth of the depositional layer throughout the gully for increasing time up

to t = 6 min, with the solution obtained using the fully dynamic model.
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Sediment density σ 2320 kg/m3 Settling velocity ws 0.05 m/s

Slope S 0.01 Gully depth D0 1.2 m

Head length Lh 20 m Gully length L 100 m

Width W 2 m Fluid density ρ 1000 kg/m3

Gravity g 9.81 m/s Power proportion k 0.02

Friction term F 0 Ws/kg Concentration gradient b 1

Initial concentration C0 0 kg/m3 Initial layer mass M0 0 kg

Carrying capacity C∗ 0.2σ kg/m3 Manning’s roughness* n 0.04 s/m1/3

Erosion resistance (high) J 400 Ws/kg Erosion resistance (low) J 400
36002 Ws/kg

Height check dam pcdheight 0.5 m

Table 1: Fixed parameter values used for exploring steady state and dynamic solutions. *Man-

ning’s roughness is modified to represent interventions, for simulations with interventions, this

is the base Manning’s roughness number nbase.
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